Email Set up for Mac

Using the Mail Program

Select Exchange

Choose a mail account to add...

- iCloud
- Exchange
- Google
- Yahoo!
- Aol.

Add Other Mail Account...

Cancel Continue
Contacts can't verify the identity of the server “epiex2.epidemiology.epi.msu.edu”.

The certificate for this server is invalid. You might be connecting to a server that is pretending to be “epiex2.epidemiology.epi.msu.edu” which could put your confidential information at risk.

☑ Always trust "epiex2.epidemiology.epi.msu.edu" when connecting to "epiex2.epidemiol...

epiex2.epidemiology.epi.msu.edu

Self-signed root certificate
Expires: Friday, August 7, 2020 at 7:04:15 PM Eastern Daylight Time

⚠️ This certificate has not been verified by a third party

Exchange

Select the apps to use with “test072@epi.msu.edu”

☑ Mail
☑ Contacts
☑ Calendar
☑ Notes
☑ Reminders

Cancel  Done